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Abstract
Gradient descent learning algorithms may get stuck in local minima, thus making the learning
sub-optimal. In this paper, we focus attention on multilayered networks used as autoassociators
and show some relationships with classical linear autoassociators. In addition, using the theoretical
framework of our previous research [3], we derive a condition which is met at the end of the learning
process and show that this condition has a very intriguing geometrical meaning in the pattern space.

Index Terms- Autoassociators, Backpropagation, multilayered networks.

I Introduction
It is quite a common opinion that in order to use multilayered networks successfully, a thorough understanding of the learning process is needed. Among the theoretical problems related to Backpropagation
(BP), that of the error surface local minima is one of the most important. It has been investigated by
numerous researchers in the attempt of nding examples of local minima and conditions for guaranteeing local minima free error surfaces. A general analysis on that problem, which also contains numerous
references, can be found in [3], where some conditions are given for guaranteeing that the error surfaces
are local minima free in the case of pyramidal networks. Roughly speaking the BP optimal convergence
is guaranteed for networks with many inputs and many hidden units. In [3], the already cited analysis is
specialized for the case of linearly separable patterns, which is likely to hold for patterns represented by
\many coordinates". In [6, 7], the absence of local minima is guaranteed for networks with one hidden
layer and as many hidden units as patterns. A similar condition leads obviously to nets with \many
hidden units". In this paper, we propose an analysis of the learning for multilayered networks that turns
out to be particularly useful for autoassociators. We discuss the role of the hidden neuron nonlinearity
by showing that, in spite of linear autoassociators, any network con guration autoassociates patterns of
a limited region. Concerning the problem of local minima however, we give an example that shows the
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problems introduced by the neuron nonlinearity and that supports some experimental failures reported
in literature (see e.g. [2, 5]). The complex shape of the cost surface motivates accurate analyses for gaining more information on the learning process. Unfortunately, in the case of autoassociators the general
analysis proposed in [3] does not hold, since it is conceived speci cally for pyramidal networks. As for
the studies by Yu [7] and Poston [6], they are likely to require a number of hidden units greater than
the number of inputs (outputs), which contradicts the basic principle of autoassociators to compress the
input information at the hidden layer. The study of the learned con gurations proposed in this paper is
based on the theoretical framework suggested in [3]. We give a condition that is necessarily met at the
end of the learning process (end-of-learning condition). It holds in any case, no matter what number of
hidden units is chosen, and with no relationship to the network interpolation capabilities. It involves the
output coordinate pattern correlation and the input-output coordinate pattern correlation 1 . It is shown
that, as a particular case, this condition has a very intriguing geometrical meaning in terms of projection
operators. In the special case of linear hidden units, these operators become projection matrices and the
proposed condition establishes the global optimization of the learning process.

II Notations and vectorial formulation
In this section, we de ne the formalism adopted throughout the paper. Basically, three entities need to
be de ned: a network N , a learning environment Le (set of data used for learning), and a cost index ET .

 Network N .

It has a multilayered architecture. With reference to index l, we distinguish among the input layer
(l = 0), the output layer (l = L), and hidden layers (0 < l < L). The number of neurons per layer
is denoted by n(l). Each neuron of layer l is referred to by its index i(l) : i(l) = 1; : : :; n(l). When
pattern \t" is presented at the input, for each neuron, we consider ai(l) (t) (neuron i(l)'s activation),
and xi(l) (t) (neuron i(l)'s output). The activation is computed by propagating forward the outputs
of the previous level neurons as follows 2 :
ai(l) (t) = wi(l) +

( ?1)
X

n l

( ?1)=1

j l

wi(l);j (l?1)xj (l?1) (t);

(1)

where wi(l);j (l?1) denotes the weight of the link between the neurons j(l ? 1); i(l) and wi(l) is the
threshold. In many cases, when using the network as an autoassociator, the output of neuron i(l)
is related to the activation by
xi(l) = f(ai(l) ) for l < L and xi(L) = ai(L);

(2)

where f() : R ! [d; d] is a C 2 \squashing-like" function with a positive rst derivative, matching
the asymptotical conditions lima!+1 f(a) = d and lima!?1 f(a) = d.
Sometimes it is assumed that the outputs are also processed with a squashing function, that is
xi(L) = f(ai(L) ). In that case, the inputs must be properly preprocessed so as to be constrained in
[d; d], in order to impose the supervision required by the autoassociators.
1 See section IV for a formal de nition of these terms.
2 In the sequel, both layer and pattern indices may be omitted for the sake of simplicity.
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 Learning Environment Le.

We use a set of supervised data for learning. In general, it is convenient to think of it as a collection
of T input/output pairs for network N . Since the network is used as an autoassociator, the targets
D(t) are equal to the inputs, and therefore, the learning environment can be de ned solely in terms
of the inputs:
n
o
Le =: X0 (t) 2 Rn(0); t = 1; : : :; T :
X0 (t) is the input pattern, also used as target.

 Cost index.

For a given Le , the input-output data tting is measured by means of the cost function
(L)
T
T n
X
X
X
ET =: 12 Et = 12
[xj (0)(t) ? xj (L)(t)]2 :
=1

t

=1 j =1

t

(3)

In order to understand the basic result proposed in this paper, some more symbols must be introduced
which allow us to deal with a compact vectorial formulation of the problem.
1. Xi(l) =: [xi(l) (1); : : :; xi(l)(T)]0 2 RT stores the output of neuron i(l) for all the T patterns of the
learning environment.
2. These vectors can be collected in the matrix Xl =: [X1(l)    Xn(l) ] 2 RT;n(l)+1 ; 0  l  L, where
 =: [1; : : :; 1]0 2 RT is used to deal with biases.
3. wi(l);j (l?1) is the weight which connects neuron j(l ? 1) to neuron i(l). The associated matrix
Wl?1 2 Rn(l);n(l?1) is referred to as layer weight matrix.
4. The delta-error is de ned by yi(l) (t) =: @Et =@ai(l) (t), Yi(l) =: [yi(l) (1); : : :; yi(l) (T)]0, and Yl =:
[Y1(l)    Yn(l) ] 2 RT;n(l).
5. We assume that there is no connection which jumps a layer. Therefore, for weights connecting
layers l and l ? 1 the gradient can be represented by a matrix Gl?1 2 Rn(l?1)+1;n(l) , whose generic
element g(j(l ? 1); i(l)) is given by @ET =@wi(l);j (l?1) if j(l ? 1)  n(l ? 1), and @ET =@wi(l) if
j(l ? 1) = n(l ? 1) + 1 (bias term gradient contribution).
With these de nitions the gradient matrix can be computed as follows [3]:

Gl?1 = Xl0?1 Yl ;

l = 1; : : :; L:

(4)

III Linear versus nonlinear autoassociator
In this section, we discuss the relationships between linear and nonlinear autoassociators in order to give
some general suggestions concerning the application to actual problems.

 Nonlinear autoassociators perform pattern autoassociation of \clustered" regions

This property does not hold for linear autoassociators and consequently they can not be used for
modeling patterns clustered somewhere in the space, since they only autoassociate linear spaces.
In order to establish this concept more formally, let us de ne the following -autoassociation concept.
3

De nition
Let " 2 R+ , X0 (t); XL (t) 2 Rn(0) be, where XL (t) = H(X0 (t)) and H is the mapping provided by
the autoassociator. We say that X0 (t) is "-autoassociated if 3
k XL (t) ? X0 (t) k1 < ":
k XL (t) k1

(5)

Theorem 1 Let us consider autoassociators with linear output units (see equation (2)). If the
pattern X0 (t) is "-autoassociated, then 8  :   " = (1 + ")jjWL?1jj1 =jjX0(t)jj1 the pattern
X0 (t) is not "-autoassociated.

Proof
Let us consider the following inequality:
k H(X0 (t)) ? X0 (t) k1 > ":
(6)
k H(X0 (t)) k1
In order to prove the theorem we must show that there exists " 2 R+ such that the previous inequality holds 8   " . Since jjH(X0 (t)) ? X0 (t)jj1 = jjX0(t) ? H(X0 (t))jj1 
jjX0(t)jj1 ? jjH(X0 (t))jj1 , the search of  satisfying inequality (6) can take place also in
jjX0(t)jj1  (1 + ")jjH(X0 (t))jj1 :

(7)

If we nd  satisfying (7) then inequality (6) is automatically veri ed. Since the network has linear
outputs, it is simply XL (t) = WL?1XL?1 (t). As a result

jjXL(t)jj1  jjWL?1jj1 jjXL?1(t)jj1  jjWL?1jj1:

(8)

From inequalities (7) and (8) it follows that X0 (t) is not "-autoassociated provided that   " =
(1 + ")jjWL?1jj1=jjX0(t)jj1 .
The meaning of this theoretical result is that only limited regions in the pattern space are "autoassociated, that is the nonlinear autoassociator with linear outputs performs a sort of clustering
in the pattern space. Notice that, in the case of linear autoassociators, the previous property does
not hold, since if X0 (t) is "-autoassociated then X0 (t) is "-autoassociated no matter what  we
choose.
A practical implication of this result is that nonlinear autoassociators with linear outputs turns out
to be suitable for applications in which we need performing a clustering in the pattern space. For
example, successful results have recently been found in the eld of speech veri cation [4], where an
autoassociator was used for modeling each speaker voice. When trained on the associated speaker
voice, the nonlinear autoassociators performed very well in rejecting \false" speakers.

 The cost function associated with nonlinear autoassociators can be populated by local
minima
Baldi and Hornik [1] have proven that linear autoassociators produce local minima free error surfaces. The experimental feeling of many researchers however, is that this property does not hold

3 We have chosen jj jj1 for simplicity. It is worth mentioning that the result remains valid for any equivalent norm,
simply introducing the ad hoc constant in eq. (8).
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when introducing nonlinearity in the hidden layer (see e.g. [2, 5]). Unfortunately, as in the case
of pyramidal networks [3], the nonlinearity of the hidden units introduces local minima in the cost
function that can make the learning very hard (see the Appendix).

IV The end-of-learning condition
Our analysis focuses on stationary points. We investigate what happens when the gradient of ET is
\zero", in order to discover what con gurations cause learning algorithms to get stuck. A rst general
result can be derived by inspecting solely the null gradient condition w.r.t. the weights connecting the
last layer. This result can be established for a network of any number of layers, but is reported here only
for the case of one hidden layer, typically used in practice.

Theorem 2 Let N be a network used as a linear output autoassociator for the learning environment Le.

Under this assumption, the following condition 4

X20 X2 = X20 X0

(9)

holds at the end of the learning.

Proof
At the end of the learning the gradient w.r.t. all the weights connected to the output layer must be null,
X10 Y2 = 0, which, in turn, implies
W1 X10 Y2 = X20 Y2 = 0:
(10)
Finally, since the outputs are not \squashed" and because of the Backpropagation relationship applied
at the output layer, Y2 = X2 ? X0, the thesis of the theorem follows:

X20 (X2 ? X0) = X20 X2 ? X20 X0 = 0:

(11)

At the end of the learning process, this condition imposes the equality of the output coordinate correlation X20 X2 and the input-output coordinate correlation X20 X0. In this paper, equation (9) is referred to as
end-of-learning condition. Some remarks are worth mentioning.
Remark 1: If the network is capable of interpolating perfectly the given learning environment then
the solution X2 = X0 obviously exists for (9). Moreover, if the same pattern ~t is presented at the input
T times (rankX0 = 1) equation (9) yields Tx2i(2)(t~) = Txi(0)(t~)xi(2)(t~) 8 i(0) = i(2) = 1; : : :; n(0),
that implies xi(2)(t~) = xi(0)(t~) 8 i, thus guaranteeing optimal learning. (Con guration in which some
xi(2)(t~) = 0 are saddle points 5 . In the case of patterns clustered in the neighborhood of ~t one may expect

no dramatic changes for the cost function, particularly for \small clusters").

4 Notice that the same result holds for any feedforward network with target D( ) 6= X0 ( ). In that case X20 X2 = X20 D
holds at the end of the learning process.
5 As it is easily veri able in the analogous case of a pattern set containing only one pattern. In this case, for the 2?1?2
autoassociator (see g. 1 in the Appendix), calculating the second derivative along = ( 1 2 3 4 )0 , ddn2 E2 , as an 1 polynomial and supposing, for example, i(2) = 0 8 (2), the discriminant is 4 = 02 ( 3 211 + 4 11 12 )2  0, thus
assuring that the derivative changes in sign. Moreover such a point may be a zero for equation (9), but not for the gradient.
t

t

n

x

i
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Remark 2: In order to understand the meaning of condition (9), let us take the trace on both sides

and exchange the sums w.r.t. the coordinate i and the pattern t:
T
X

=1

t

k X2 (t) k2 =

T
X

=1

t

X20 (t)X0 (t):

(12)

This relationship has a very intriguing geometrical meaning which comes out by considering the network
transformation H : Rn ! Rn : H(X0 (t)) ! X2 (t):
T
X

=1

t

k H(X0 (t)) k2 =

T
X

=1

t

X00 (t)H(X0 (t)):

(13)

In the case of linear hidden units operator H is linear and the associated matrix H satis es the relationship H 2 = H. Hence H is a projection matrix and represents the optimal solution. By analogy
with Linear Algebra, operator H will be referred to as a projection operator. Equation (12) can also
be given a further interesting interpretation. If we exploit the identity k X2 (t) ? X0 (t) k2 = k X2 (t) k2
? 2X00 (t)X2 (t) + k X0 (t) k2, equation (13) becomes:
T
X

=1

t

k X0 (t) k2 =

T
X

=1

t

k (t) k2 +

T
X

=1

t

k X2 (t) k2;

(14)

being (t) =: P
X0 (t) ? X2 (t). This equation makes it clear that the \eciency" of the learning depends
on \energy" Tt=1 k (t) k2. Since matrix X2 2 RT;n(2) has rank n(1), at most, for an ecient learning,
a dimensionality-reduction of the input pattern must be possible.
Remark 3: Equation (12) can be rewritten for fully nonlinear autoassociators (with nonlinearity even
at the output layer). In this case, by imposing the null gradient condition gi(2);j (1) = 0, the following
condition follows

gi(2);j (1) =

X
t

xj (1)yi(2) =

X
t

xj (1)xi(2)(1 ? xi(2))(xi(2) ? xi(0)) = 0;

(15)

since for squashing function f, f 0 = f(1 ? f) holds. If we right-multiply wi(2);j (1) and sum up w.r.t. j(1)
we obtain
P w
P (P w
j (1) i(2);j (1)gi(2);j (1) =
t
j (1) i(2);j (1)xj (1) )xi(2) (1 ? xi(2) )(xi(2) ? xi(0) )
P
= Pt ai(2)xi(2)(1 ? xi(2))(xi(2) ? xi(0))
(16)
= t(log 1?x x )xi(2)(1 ? xi(2))(xi(2) ? xi(0))
P
= t (xi(2))[xi(2) ? xi(0)] = 0;
being (x) =: x(1 ? x) log x . Summing up over i(2) yields
i(2)

i(2)

1?x

XX
t

(2)

i

(xi(2))[xi(2) ? xi(0)] = 0:

(17)

This equation is the natural generalization of the projection theorem stated by (12). Since limx!1 (x) =
(1=2) = 0, equation (17) suggests that, unlike what happens in the case of linear outputs, patterns with
values close to 0:5 and 1 do not contribute to the end-of-learning condition.
6

Remark 4: It is worth mentioning that the end-of-learning relation was obtained only by exploiting

the condition of null gradient on stationary points w.r.t. the output layer. Let us consider the implications of imposing the null gradient at the hidden layer. For nonlinear autoassociator, we cannot write
the global null gradient condition, although for neuron i(1) X00 Di(1)(X2 ? X0)Wi(1) = 0 holds, where
Di(1) = diag(f 0 (ai(1) )). Finally, right-multiplying by X10 yields

Xb00 (X2 ? X0)X20 = 0;
i(1)

i(1)

(18)

being Xb00 a local-scaled version of X00 . For linear autoassociators equation (18) becomes (X20 X2 ?
X00 X0)X20 = 0. Finally, in the linear symmetrical case, (W =: W0 = W10 ), the null gradient condition on
output layer is X10 Y2 = 0, or equivalently W0X00 Y2 = 0, while, G0 = 0 yields X00 Y1 = X00 Y2 W1 = 0. Then
matrices X00 Y2 and Y20 X0 must belong to the kernel of matrix W . Because of the BP relationship on
the output layer X00 Y2 = X00 (X2 ? X0 ) = X00 W 0 WX0 ? X00 X0 is a symmetric matrix. As a consequence
G0 = X00 Y2 W1 = 0 implies W10 Y20 X0 = W0 X00 Y2 = G1 = 0 and, therefore, in this case, equation (9) de ne
completely all the stationary points.
i(1)

V Conclusions
This paper discusses on the relationships between linear and nonlinear autoassociators. It turns out that
the better computational capabilities of nonlinear autoassociators can be very useful in practice, but,
unfortunately, their learning can be seriously plagued by local minima in the error surface.
This paper gives some insights for better understanding the con gurations \magically" learned by algorithms like Backpropagation. A condition is given that must necessarily be met at the end of the
learning, no matter what algorithm is used. This condition has a very intriguing geometrical meaning in
the pattern space.
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APPENDIX
Suboptimal Learning in Nonlinear Autoassociators

Let us consider the network depicted in g. 1 and suppose it is fed by
!
1
1
X0 =
:
(19)
1 0
As rankX2 is at most 1, suppose a possible solution to the autoassociation problem is
!
0
0
;
(20)
X2 =
1 0
where the rst pattern is mismatched to the pair (0; 0), whereas the second one is exactly autoassociated.
In the case of two patterns, cost function E can be written as
E = 21 f[f(x11 w31 + x12w32)w43 ? x11]2 + [f(x11 w31 + x12w32)w53 ? x12]2+
(21)
[f(x21 w31 + x22w32)w43 ? x21]2 + [f(x21w31 + x22w32)w53 ? x22]2g;
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Figure 1: Autoassociator 2?1?2.
where function f is the identity in the case of linear autoassociator, otherwise f = 1+1e? . Thus, the
associated gradient vector is:
x

2
6
rE = 664

P2 f 0 (a )x [(x w ? x )w + (x w ? x )w ]
P2i=1 f 0 (a3i)xi1 [(x3iw43 ? xi1)w43 + (x3iw53 ? xi2)w53]
3i i2 P3i 43 i1 43
3i 53 i2 53
i=1
2 [x w ? x ]x
Pi2=1 [x3iw43 ? xi1]x3i
i2 3i
i=1 3i 53

3
77
75 ;

(22)

being a3i = xi1 w31 + xi2w32; x3i = f(a3i ) and f 0 (a3i) = 1 for linear autoassociator. As can be proven by
substitution in equation (22), X2 is not a solution in the linear case. Forcing the null gradient condition
yields x31 = 0 from the last two components and w43 = ?w53 from the rst. Being w43 6= 0, from
x32w43 = 1 x32 = w1 follows. As a consequence, x32w53 = ? w1 w43 = ?1 = 0, which is impossible.
In the nonlinear autoassociator the null gradient condition on the last two components produces again
x31 = 0 6 , which, in turn, implies f 0 (a31) = 0; f 00 (a31 ) = 0, and so on. Moreover x31 = 0 also guarantees
that the rst two components of the gradient are null. As a consequence X2 is a stationary point. The
Hessian matrix evaluated at this point
43

43

2 f 0 (a )(w2 + w2 ) 0 f 0 (a ) 0 3
32 43
32
53
66
0
0
0
0 77
H = 64
f 0 (a32)
0 x232
0 75
2

0

0

0

(23)

x232

has null determinant. Nevertheless, writing the expression for the related second derivative along n =
(n1 ; n2; n3; n4)0 yields
d2E = n0 Hn = n2[f 0 (a )(w2 + w2 )] + 2n [n f 0 (a )] + [(n2 + n2 )x2 ];
(24)
32 43
1 3 32
1
53
3 4 32
dn2
which may be interpreted as a second degree polynomial on n1 with constant positive sign, as 4 =
?n24 f 0 (a32 ). Therefore X2 is the output associated with a \local minima con guration", being (0; 1; 0; 0),
the direction corresponding to the in nite weight w32, the only one for which ddnE is null. (So there is a
closed canyon with only one at way out, which, numerically, acts as a minimum).
2

2

2

2

6 In this case, 31 = 0 is simply accomplished choosing arbitrarily 31 6= 1 while 32 ! ?1.
x

w
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problems introduced by the neuron nonlinearity and that supports some experimental failures reported
in literature (see e.g. [2, 5]). The complex shape of the cost surface motivates accurate analyses for gaining more information on the learning process. Unfortunately, in the case of autoassociators the general
analysis proposed in [3] does not hold, since it is conceived speci cally for pyramidal networks. As for
the studies by Yu [7] and Poston [6], they are likely to require a number of hidden units greater than
the number of inputs (outputs), which contradicts the basic principle of autoassociators to compress the
input information at the hidden layer. The study of the learned con gurations proposed in this paper is
based on the theoretical framework suggested in [3]. We give a condition that is necessarily met at the
end of the learning process (end-of-learning condition). It holds in any case, no matter what number of
hidden units is chosen, and with no relationship to the network interpolation capabilities. It involves the
output coordinate pattern correlation and the input-output coordinate pattern correlation 1 . It is shown
that, as a particular case, this condition has a very intriguing geometrical meaning in terms of projection
operators. In the special case of linear hidden units, these operators become projection matrices and the
proposed condition establishes the global optimization of the learning process.

II Notations and vectorial formulation
In this section, we de ne the formalism adopted throughout the paper. Basically, three entities need to
be de ned: a network N , a learning environment Le (set of data used for learning), and a cost index ET .

 Network N .

It has a multilayered architecture. With reference to index l, we distinguish among the input layer
(l = 0), the output layer (l = L), and hidden layers (0 < l < L). The number of neurons per layer
is denoted by n(l). Each neuron of layer l is referred to by its index i(l) : i(l) = 1; : : :; n(l). When
pattern \t" is presented at the input, for each neuron, we consider ai(l) (t) (neuron i(l)'s activation),
and xi(l) (t) (neuron i(l)'s output). The activation is computed by propagating forward the outputs
of the previous level neurons as follows 2 :
ai(l) (t) = wi(l) +

( ?1)
X

n l

( ?1)=1

j l

wi(l);j (l?1)xj (l?1) (t);

(1)

where wi(l);j (l?1) denotes the weight of the link between the neurons j(l ? 1); i(l) and wi(l) is the
threshold. In many cases, when using the network as an autoassociator, the output of neuron i(l)
is related to the activation by
xi(l) = f(ai(l) ) for l < L and xi(L) = ai(L);

(2)

where f() : R ! [d; d] is a C 2 \squashing-like" function with a positive rst derivative, matching
the asymptotical conditions lima!+1 f(a) = d and lima!?1 f(a) = d.
Sometimes it is assumed that the outputs are also processed with a squashing function, that is
xi(L) = f(ai(L) ). In that case, the inputs must be properly preprocessed so as to be constrained in
[d; d], in order to impose the supervision required by the autoassociators.
1 See section IV for a formal de nition of these terms.
2 In the sequel, both layer and pattern indices may be omitted for the sake of simplicity.
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 Learning Environment Le.

We use a set of supervised data for learning. In general, it is convenient to think of it as a collection
of T input/output pairs for network N . Since the network is used as an autoassociator, the targets
D(t) are equal to the inputs, and therefore, the learning environment can be de ned solely in terms
of the inputs:
n
o
Le =: X0 (t) 2 Rn(0); t = 1; : : :; T :
X0 (t) is the input pattern, also used as target.

 Cost index.

For a given Le , the input-output data tting is measured by means of the cost function
(L)
T
T n
X
X
X
ET =: 12 Et = 12
[xj (0)(t) ? xj (L)(t)]2 :
=1

t

=1 j =1

t

(3)

In order to understand the basic result proposed in this paper, some more symbols must be introduced
which allow us to deal with a compact vectorial formulation of the problem.
1. Xi(l) =: [xi(l) (1); : : :; xi(l)(T)]0 2 RT stores the output of neuron i(l) for all the T patterns of the
learning environment.
2. These vectors can be collected in the matrix Xl =: [X1(l)    Xn(l) ] 2 RT;n(l)+1 ; 0  l  L, where
 =: [1; : : :; 1]0 2 RT is used to deal with biases.
3. wi(l);j (l?1) is the weight which connects neuron j(l ? 1) to neuron i(l). The associated matrix
Wl?1 2 Rn(l);n(l?1) is referred to as layer weight matrix.
4. The delta-error is de ned by yi(l) (t) =: @Et =@ai(l) (t), Yi(l) =: [yi(l) (1); : : :; yi(l) (T)]0, and Yl =:
[Y1(l)    Yn(l) ] 2 RT;n(l).
5. We assume that there is no connection which jumps a layer. Therefore, for weights connecting
layers l and l ? 1 the gradient can be represented by a matrix Gl?1 2 Rn(l?1)+1;n(l) , whose generic
element g(j(l ? 1); i(l)) is given by @ET =@wi(l);j (l?1) if j(l ? 1)  n(l ? 1), and @ET =@wi(l) if
j(l ? 1) = n(l ? 1) + 1 (bias term gradient contribution).
With these de nitions the gradient matrix can be computed as follows [3]:

Gl?1 = Xl0?1 Yl ;

l = 1; : : :; L:

(4)

III Linear versus nonlinear autoassociator
In this section, we discuss the relationships between linear and nonlinear autoassociators in order to give
some general suggestions concerning the application to actual problems.

 Nonlinear autoassociators perform pattern autoassociation of \clustered" regions

This property does not hold for linear autoassociators and consequently they can not be used for
modeling patterns clustered somewhere in the space, since they only autoassociate linear spaces.
In order to establish this concept more formally, let us de ne the following -autoassociation concept.
3

De nition
Let " 2 R+ , X0 (t); XL (t) 2 Rn(0) be, where XL (t) = H(X0 (t)) and H is the mapping provided by
the autoassociator. We say that X0 (t) is "-autoassociated if 3
k XL (t) ? X0 (t) k1 < ":
k XL (t) k1

(5)

Theorem 1 Let us consider autoassociators with linear output units (see equation (2)). If the
pattern X0 (t) is "-autoassociated, then 8  :   " = (1 + ")jjWL?1jj1 =jjX0(t)jj1 the pattern
X0 (t) is not "-autoassociated.

Proof
Let us consider the following inequality:
k H(X0 (t)) ? X0 (t) k1 > ":
(6)
k H(X0 (t)) k1
In order to prove the theorem we must show that there exists " 2 R+ such that the previous inequality holds 8   " . Since jjH(X0 (t)) ? X0 (t)jj1 = jjX0(t) ? H(X0 (t))jj1 
jjX0(t)jj1 ? jjH(X0 (t))jj1 , the search of  satisfying inequality (6) can take place also in
jjX0(t)jj1  (1 + ")jjH(X0 (t))jj1 :

(7)

If we nd  satisfying (7) then inequality (6) is automatically veri ed. Since the network has linear
outputs, it is simply XL (t) = WL?1XL?1 (t). As a result

jjXL(t)jj1  jjWL?1jj1 jjXL?1(t)jj1  jjWL?1jj1:

(8)

From inequalities (7) and (8) it follows that X0 (t) is not "-autoassociated provided that   " =
(1 + ")jjWL?1jj1=jjX0(t)jj1 .
The meaning of this theoretical result is that only limited regions in the pattern space are "autoassociated, that is the nonlinear autoassociator with linear outputs performs a sort of clustering
in the pattern space. Notice that, in the case of linear autoassociators, the previous property does
not hold, since if X0 (t) is "-autoassociated then X0 (t) is "-autoassociated no matter what  we
choose.
A practical implication of this result is that nonlinear autoassociators with linear outputs turns out
to be suitable for applications in which we need performing a clustering in the pattern space. For
example, successful results have recently been found in the eld of speech veri cation [4], where an
autoassociator was used for modeling each speaker voice. When trained on the associated speaker
voice, the nonlinear autoassociators performed very well in rejecting \false" speakers.

 The cost function associated with nonlinear autoassociators can be populated by local
minima
Baldi and Hornik [1] have proven that linear autoassociators produce local minima free error surfaces. The experimental feeling of many researchers however, is that this property does not hold

3 We have chosen jj jj1 for simplicity. It is worth mentioning that the result remains valid for any equivalent norm,
simply introducing the ad hoc constant in eq. (8).
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when introducing nonlinearity in the hidden layer (see e.g. [2, 5]). Unfortunately, as in the case
of pyramidal networks [3], the nonlinearity of the hidden units introduces local minima in the cost
function that can make the learning very hard (see the Appendix).

IV The end-of-learning condition
Our analysis focuses on stationary points. We investigate what happens when the gradient of ET is
\zero", in order to discover what con gurations cause learning algorithms to get stuck. A rst general
result can be derived by inspecting solely the null gradient condition w.r.t. the weights connecting the
last layer. This result can be established for a network of any number of layers, but is reported here only
for the case of one hidden layer, typically used in practice.

Theorem 2 Let N be a network used as a linear output autoassociator for the learning environment Le.

Under this assumption, the following condition 4

X20 X2 = X20 X0

(9)

holds at the end of the learning.

Proof
At the end of the learning the gradient w.r.t. all the weights connected to the output layer must be null,
X10 Y2 = 0, which, in turn, implies
W1 X10 Y2 = X20 Y2 = 0:
(10)
Finally, since the outputs are not \squashed" and because of the Backpropagation relationship applied
at the output layer, Y2 = X2 ? X0, the thesis of the theorem follows:

X20 (X2 ? X0) = X20 X2 ? X20 X0 = 0:

(11)

At the end of the learning process, this condition imposes the equality of the output coordinate correlation X20 X2 and the input-output coordinate correlation X20 X0. In this paper, equation (9) is referred to as
end-of-learning condition. Some remarks are worth mentioning.
Remark 1: If the network is capable of interpolating perfectly the given learning environment then
the solution X2 = X0 obviously exists for (9). Moreover, if the same pattern ~t is presented at the input
T times (rankX0 = 1) equation (9) yields Tx2i(2)(t~) = Txi(0)(t~)xi(2)(t~) 8 i(0) = i(2) = 1; : : :; n(0),
that implies xi(2)(t~) = xi(0)(t~) 8 i, thus guaranteeing optimal learning. (Con guration in which some
xi(2)(t~) = 0 are saddle points 5 . In the case of patterns clustered in the neighborhood of ~t one may expect

no dramatic changes for the cost function, particularly for \small clusters").

4 Notice that the same result holds for any feedforward network with target D( ) 6= X0 ( ). In that case X20 X2 = X20 D
holds at the end of the learning process.
5 As it is easily veri able in the analogous case of a pattern set containing only one pattern. In this case, for the 2?1?2
autoassociator (see g. 1 in the Appendix), calculating the second derivative along = ( 1 2 3 4 )0 , ddn2 E2 , as an 1 polynomial and supposing, for example, i(2) = 0 8 (2), the discriminant is 4 = 02 ( 3 211 + 4 11 12 )2  0, thus
assuring that the derivative changes in sign. Moreover such a point may be a zero for equation (9), but not for the gradient.
t

t

n

x

i

5

n

n ;n ;n ;n

f

n x

n x

x

Remark 2: In order to understand the meaning of condition (9), let us take the trace on both sides

and exchange the sums w.r.t. the coordinate i and the pattern t:
T
X

=1

t

k X2 (t) k2 =

T
X

=1

t

X20 (t)X0 (t):

(12)

This relationship has a very intriguing geometrical meaning which comes out by considering the network
transformation H : Rn ! Rn : H(X0 (t)) ! X2 (t):
T
X

=1

t

k H(X0 (t)) k2 =

T
X

=1

t

X00 (t)H(X0 (t)):

(13)

In the case of linear hidden units operator H is linear and the associated matrix H satis es the relationship H 2 = H. Hence H is a projection matrix and represents the optimal solution. By analogy
with Linear Algebra, operator H will be referred to as a projection operator. Equation (12) can also
be given a further interesting interpretation. If we exploit the identity k X2 (t) ? X0 (t) k2 = k X2 (t) k2
? 2X00 (t)X2 (t) + k X0 (t) k2, equation (13) becomes:
T
X

=1

t

k X0 (t) k2 =

T
X

=1

t

k (t) k2 +

T
X

=1

t

k X2 (t) k2;

(14)

being (t) =: P
X0 (t) ? X2 (t). This equation makes it clear that the \eciency" of the learning depends
on \energy" Tt=1 k (t) k2. Since matrix X2 2 RT;n(2) has rank n(1), at most, for an ecient learning,
a dimensionality-reduction of the input pattern must be possible.
Remark 3: Equation (12) can be rewritten for fully nonlinear autoassociators (with nonlinearity even
at the output layer). In this case, by imposing the null gradient condition gi(2);j (1) = 0, the following
condition follows

gi(2);j (1) =

X
t

xj (1)yi(2) =

X
t

xj (1)xi(2)(1 ? xi(2))(xi(2) ? xi(0)) = 0;

(15)

since for squashing function f, f 0 = f(1 ? f) holds. If we right-multiply wi(2);j (1) and sum up w.r.t. j(1)
we obtain
P w
P (P w
j (1) i(2);j (1)gi(2);j (1) =
t
j (1) i(2);j (1)xj (1) )xi(2) (1 ? xi(2) )(xi(2) ? xi(0) )
P
= Pt ai(2)xi(2)(1 ? xi(2))(xi(2) ? xi(0))
(16)
= t(log 1?x x )xi(2)(1 ? xi(2))(xi(2) ? xi(0))
P
= t (xi(2))[xi(2) ? xi(0)] = 0;
being (x) =: x(1 ? x) log x . Summing up over i(2) yields
i(2)

i(2)

1?x

XX
t

(2)

i

(xi(2))[xi(2) ? xi(0)] = 0:

(17)

This equation is the natural generalization of the projection theorem stated by (12). Since limx!1 (x) =
(1=2) = 0, equation (17) suggests that, unlike what happens in the case of linear outputs, patterns with
values close to 0:5 and 1 do not contribute to the end-of-learning condition.
6

Remark 4: It is worth mentioning that the end-of-learning relation was obtained only by exploiting

the condition of null gradient on stationary points w.r.t. the output layer. Let us consider the implications of imposing the null gradient at the hidden layer. For nonlinear autoassociator, we cannot write
the global null gradient condition, although for neuron i(1) X00 Di(1)(X2 ? X0)Wi(1) = 0 holds, where
Di(1) = diag(f 0 (ai(1) )). Finally, right-multiplying by X10 yields

Xb00 (X2 ? X0)X20 = 0;
i(1)

i(1)

(18)

being Xb00 a local-scaled version of X00 . For linear autoassociators equation (18) becomes (X20 X2 ?
X00 X0)X20 = 0. Finally, in the linear symmetrical case, (W =: W0 = W10 ), the null gradient condition on
output layer is X10 Y2 = 0, or equivalently W0X00 Y2 = 0, while, G0 = 0 yields X00 Y1 = X00 Y2 W1 = 0. Then
matrices X00 Y2 and Y20 X0 must belong to the kernel of matrix W . Because of the BP relationship on
the output layer X00 Y2 = X00 (X2 ? X0 ) = X00 W 0 WX0 ? X00 X0 is a symmetric matrix. As a consequence
G0 = X00 Y2 W1 = 0 implies W10 Y20 X0 = W0 X00 Y2 = G1 = 0 and, therefore, in this case, equation (9) de ne
completely all the stationary points.
i(1)

V Conclusions
This paper discusses on the relationships between linear and nonlinear autoassociators. It turns out that
the better computational capabilities of nonlinear autoassociators can be very useful in practice, but,
unfortunately, their learning can be seriously plagued by local minima in the error surface.
This paper gives some insights for better understanding the con gurations \magically" learned by algorithms like Backpropagation. A condition is given that must necessarily be met at the end of the
learning, no matter what algorithm is used. This condition has a very intriguing geometrical meaning in
the pattern space.
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APPENDIX
Suboptimal Learning in Nonlinear Autoassociators

Let us consider the network depicted in g. 1 and suppose it is fed by
!
1
1
X0 =
:
(19)
1 0
As rankX2 is at most 1, suppose a possible solution to the autoassociation problem is
!
0
0
;
(20)
X2 =
1 0
where the rst pattern is mismatched to the pair (0; 0), whereas the second one is exactly autoassociated.
In the case of two patterns, cost function E can be written as
E = 21 f[f(x11 w31 + x12w32)w43 ? x11]2 + [f(x11 w31 + x12w32)w53 ? x12]2+
(21)
[f(x21 w31 + x22w32)w43 ? x21]2 + [f(x21w31 + x22w32)w53 ? x22]2g;
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Figure 1: Autoassociator 2?1?2.
where function f is the identity in the case of linear autoassociator, otherwise f = 1+1e? . Thus, the
associated gradient vector is:
x

2
6
rE = 664

P2 f 0 (a )x [(x w ? x )w + (x w ? x )w ]
P2i=1 f 0 (a3i)xi1 [(x3iw43 ? xi1)w43 + (x3iw53 ? xi2)w53]
3i i2 P3i 43 i1 43
3i 53 i2 53
i=1
2 [x w ? x ]x
Pi2=1 [x3iw43 ? xi1]x3i
i2 3i
i=1 3i 53

3
77
75 ;

(22)

being a3i = xi1 w31 + xi2w32; x3i = f(a3i ) and f 0 (a3i) = 1 for linear autoassociator. As can be proven by
substitution in equation (22), X2 is not a solution in the linear case. Forcing the null gradient condition
yields x31 = 0 from the last two components and w43 = ?w53 from the rst. Being w43 6= 0, from
x32w43 = 1 x32 = w1 follows. As a consequence, x32w53 = ? w1 w43 = ?1 = 0, which is impossible.
In the nonlinear autoassociator the null gradient condition on the last two components produces again
x31 = 0 6 , which, in turn, implies f 0 (a31) = 0; f 00 (a31 ) = 0, and so on. Moreover x31 = 0 also guarantees
that the rst two components of the gradient are null. As a consequence X2 is a stationary point. The
Hessian matrix evaluated at this point
43

43

2 f 0 (a )(w2 + w2 ) 0 f 0 (a ) 0 3
32 43
32
53
66
0
0
0
0 77
H = 64
f 0 (a32)
0 x232
0 75
2

0

0

0

(23)

x232

has null determinant. Nevertheless, writing the expression for the related second derivative along n =
(n1 ; n2; n3; n4)0 yields
d2E = n0 Hn = n2[f 0 (a )(w2 + w2 )] + 2n [n f 0 (a )] + [(n2 + n2 )x2 ];
(24)
32 43
1 3 32
1
53
3 4 32
dn2
which may be interpreted as a second degree polynomial on n1 with constant positive sign, as 4 =
?n24 f 0 (a32 ). Therefore X2 is the output associated with a \local minima con guration", being (0; 1; 0; 0),
the direction corresponding to the in nite weight w32, the only one for which ddnE is null. (So there is a
closed canyon with only one at way out, which, numerically, acts as a minimum).
2

2

2

2

6 In this case, 31 = 0 is simply accomplished choosing arbitrarily 31 6= 1 while 32 ! ?1.
x

w
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Abstract
Gradient descent learning algorithms may get stuck in local minima, thus making the learning
sub-optimal. In this paper, we focus attention on multilayered networks used as autoassociators
and show some relationships with classical linear autoassociators. In addition, using the theoretical
framework of our previous research [3], we derive a condition which is met at the end of the learning
process and show that this condition has a very intriguing geometrical meaning in the pattern space.

Index Terms- Autoassociators, Backpropagation, multilayered networks.

I Introduction
It is quite a common opinion that in order to use multilayered networks successfully, a thorough understanding of the learning process is needed. Among the theoretical problems related to Backpropagation
(BP), that of the error surface local minima is one of the most important. It has been investigated by
numerous researchers in the attempt of nding examples of local minima and conditions for guaranteeing local minima free error surfaces. A general analysis on that problem, which also contains numerous
references, can be found in [3], where some conditions are given for guaranteeing that the error surfaces
are local minima free in the case of pyramidal networks. Roughly speaking the BP optimal convergence
is guaranteed for networks with many inputs and many hidden units. In [3], the already cited analysis is
specialized for the case of linearly separable patterns, which is likely to hold for patterns represented by
\many coordinates". In [6, 7], the absence of local minima is guaranteed for networks with one hidden
layer and as many hidden units as patterns. A similar condition leads obviously to nets with \many
hidden units". In this paper, we propose an analysis of the learning for multilayered networks that turns
out to be particularly useful for autoassociators. We discuss the role of the hidden neuron nonlinearity
by showing that, in spite of linear autoassociators, any network con guration autoassociates patterns of
a limited region. Concerning the problem of local minima however, we give an example that shows the
 This

research was partially supported by MURST 40%.
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problems introduced by the neuron nonlinearity and that supports some experimental failures reported
in literature (see e.g. [2, 5]). The complex shape of the cost surface motivates accurate analyses for gaining more information on the learning process. Unfortunately, in the case of autoassociators the general
analysis proposed in [3] does not hold, since it is conceived speci cally for pyramidal networks. As for
the studies by Yu [7] and Poston [6], they are likely to require a number of hidden units greater than
the number of inputs (outputs), which contradicts the basic principle of autoassociators to compress the
input information at the hidden layer. The study of the learned con gurations proposed in this paper is
based on the theoretical framework suggested in [3]. We give a condition that is necessarily met at the
end of the learning process (end-of-learning condition). It holds in any case, no matter what number of
hidden units is chosen, and with no relationship to the network interpolation capabilities. It involves the
output coordinate pattern correlation and the input-output coordinate pattern correlation 1 . It is shown
that, as a particular case, this condition has a very intriguing geometrical meaning in terms of projection
operators. In the special case of linear hidden units, these operators become projection matrices and the
proposed condition establishes the global optimization of the learning process.

II Notations and vectorial formulation
In this section, we de ne the formalism adopted throughout the paper. Basically, three entities need to
be de ned: a network N , a learning environment Le (set of data used for learning), and a cost index ET .

 Network N .

It has a multilayered architecture. With reference to index l, we distinguish among the input layer
(l = 0), the output layer (l = L), and hidden layers (0 < l < L). The number of neurons per layer
is denoted by n(l). Each neuron of layer l is referred to by its index i(l) : i(l) = 1; : : :; n(l). When
pattern \t" is presented at the input, for each neuron, we consider ai(l) (t) (neuron i(l)'s activation),
and xi(l) (t) (neuron i(l)'s output). The activation is computed by propagating forward the outputs
of the previous level neurons as follows 2 :
ai(l) (t) = wi(l) +

( ?1)
X

n l

( ?1)=1

j l

wi(l);j (l?1)xj (l?1) (t);

(1)

where wi(l);j (l?1) denotes the weight of the link between the neurons j(l ? 1); i(l) and wi(l) is the
threshold. In many cases, when using the network as an autoassociator, the output of neuron i(l)
is related to the activation by
xi(l) = f(ai(l) ) for l < L and xi(L) = ai(L);

(2)

where f() : R ! [d; d] is a C 2 \squashing-like" function with a positive rst derivative, matching
the asymptotical conditions lima!+1 f(a) = d and lima!?1 f(a) = d.
Sometimes it is assumed that the outputs are also processed with a squashing function, that is
xi(L) = f(ai(L) ). In that case, the inputs must be properly preprocessed so as to be constrained in
[d; d], in order to impose the supervision required by the autoassociators.
1 See section IV for a formal de nition of these terms.
2 In the sequel, both layer and pattern indices may be omitted for the sake of simplicity.
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 Learning Environment Le.

We use a set of supervised data for learning. In general, it is convenient to think of it as a collection
of T input/output pairs for network N . Since the network is used as an autoassociator, the targets
D(t) are equal to the inputs, and therefore, the learning environment can be de ned solely in terms
of the inputs:
n
o
Le =: X0 (t) 2 Rn(0); t = 1; : : :; T :
X0 (t) is the input pattern, also used as target.

 Cost index.

For a given Le , the input-output data tting is measured by means of the cost function
(L)
T
T n
X
X
X
ET =: 12 Et = 12
[xj (0)(t) ? xj (L)(t)]2 :
=1

t

=1 j =1

t

(3)

In order to understand the basic result proposed in this paper, some more symbols must be introduced
which allow us to deal with a compact vectorial formulation of the problem.
1. Xi(l) =: [xi(l) (1); : : :; xi(l)(T)]0 2 RT stores the output of neuron i(l) for all the T patterns of the
learning environment.
2. These vectors can be collected in the matrix Xl =: [X1(l)    Xn(l) ] 2 RT;n(l)+1 ; 0  l  L, where
 =: [1; : : :; 1]0 2 RT is used to deal with biases.
3. wi(l);j (l?1) is the weight which connects neuron j(l ? 1) to neuron i(l). The associated matrix
Wl?1 2 Rn(l);n(l?1) is referred to as layer weight matrix.
4. The delta-error is de ned by yi(l) (t) =: @Et =@ai(l) (t), Yi(l) =: [yi(l) (1); : : :; yi(l) (T)]0, and Yl =:
[Y1(l)    Yn(l) ] 2 RT;n(l).
5. We assume that there is no connection which jumps a layer. Therefore, for weights connecting
layers l and l ? 1 the gradient can be represented by a matrix Gl?1 2 Rn(l?1)+1;n(l) , whose generic
element g(j(l ? 1); i(l)) is given by @ET =@wi(l);j (l?1) if j(l ? 1)  n(l ? 1), and @ET =@wi(l) if
j(l ? 1) = n(l ? 1) + 1 (bias term gradient contribution).
With these de nitions the gradient matrix can be computed as follows [3]:

Gl?1 = Xl0?1 Yl ;

l = 1; : : :; L:

(4)

III Linear versus nonlinear autoassociator
In this section, we discuss the relationships between linear and nonlinear autoassociators in order to give
some general suggestions concerning the application to actual problems.

 Nonlinear autoassociators perform pattern autoassociation of \clustered" regions

This property does not hold for linear autoassociators and consequently they can not be used for
modeling patterns clustered somewhere in the space, since they only autoassociate linear spaces.
In order to establish this concept more formally, let us de ne the following -autoassociation concept.
3

De nition
Let " 2 R+ , X0 (t); XL (t) 2 Rn(0) be, where XL (t) = H(X0 (t)) and H is the mapping provided by
the autoassociator. We say that X0 (t) is "-autoassociated if 3
k XL (t) ? X0 (t) k1 < ":
k XL (t) k1

(5)

Theorem 1 Let us consider autoassociators with linear output units (see equation (2)). If the
pattern X0 (t) is "-autoassociated, then 8  :   " = (1 + ")jjWL?1jj1 =jjX0(t)jj1 the pattern
X0 (t) is not "-autoassociated.

Proof
Let us consider the following inequality:
k H(X0 (t)) ? X0 (t) k1 > ":
(6)
k H(X0 (t)) k1
In order to prove the theorem we must show that there exists " 2 R+ such that the previous inequality holds 8   " . Since jjH(X0 (t)) ? X0 (t)jj1 = jjX0(t) ? H(X0 (t))jj1 
jjX0(t)jj1 ? jjH(X0 (t))jj1 , the search of  satisfying inequality (6) can take place also in
jjX0(t)jj1  (1 + ")jjH(X0 (t))jj1 :

(7)

If we nd  satisfying (7) then inequality (6) is automatically veri ed. Since the network has linear
outputs, it is simply XL (t) = WL?1XL?1 (t). As a result

jjXL(t)jj1  jjWL?1jj1 jjXL?1(t)jj1  jjWL?1jj1:

(8)

From inequalities (7) and (8) it follows that X0 (t) is not "-autoassociated provided that   " =
(1 + ")jjWL?1jj1=jjX0(t)jj1 .
The meaning of this theoretical result is that only limited regions in the pattern space are "autoassociated, that is the nonlinear autoassociator with linear outputs performs a sort of clustering
in the pattern space. Notice that, in the case of linear autoassociators, the previous property does
not hold, since if X0 (t) is "-autoassociated then X0 (t) is "-autoassociated no matter what  we
choose.
A practical implication of this result is that nonlinear autoassociators with linear outputs turns out
to be suitable for applications in which we need performing a clustering in the pattern space. For
example, successful results have recently been found in the eld of speech veri cation [4], where an
autoassociator was used for modeling each speaker voice. When trained on the associated speaker
voice, the nonlinear autoassociators performed very well in rejecting \false" speakers.

 The cost function associated with nonlinear autoassociators can be populated by local
minima
Baldi and Hornik [1] have proven that linear autoassociators produce local minima free error surfaces. The experimental feeling of many researchers however, is that this property does not hold

3 We have chosen jj jj1 for simplicity. It is worth mentioning that the result remains valid for any equivalent norm,
simply introducing the ad hoc constant in eq. (8).
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when introducing nonlinearity in the hidden layer (see e.g. [2, 5]). Unfortunately, as in the case
of pyramidal networks [3], the nonlinearity of the hidden units introduces local minima in the cost
function that can make the learning very hard (see the Appendix).

IV The end-of-learning condition
Our analysis focuses on stationary points. We investigate what happens when the gradient of ET is
\zero", in order to discover what con gurations cause learning algorithms to get stuck. A rst general
result can be derived by inspecting solely the null gradient condition w.r.t. the weights connecting the
last layer. This result can be established for a network of any number of layers, but is reported here only
for the case of one hidden layer, typically used in practice.

Theorem 2 Let N be a network used as a linear output autoassociator for the learning environment Le.

Under this assumption, the following condition 4

X20 X2 = X20 X0

(9)

holds at the end of the learning.

Proof
At the end of the learning the gradient w.r.t. all the weights connected to the output layer must be null,
X10 Y2 = 0, which, in turn, implies
W1 X10 Y2 = X20 Y2 = 0:
(10)
Finally, since the outputs are not \squashed" and because of the Backpropagation relationship applied
at the output layer, Y2 = X2 ? X0, the thesis of the theorem follows:

X20 (X2 ? X0) = X20 X2 ? X20 X0 = 0:

(11)

At the end of the learning process, this condition imposes the equality of the output coordinate correlation X20 X2 and the input-output coordinate correlation X20 X0. In this paper, equation (9) is referred to as
end-of-learning condition. Some remarks are worth mentioning.
Remark 1: If the network is capable of interpolating perfectly the given learning environment then
the solution X2 = X0 obviously exists for (9). Moreover, if the same pattern ~t is presented at the input
T times (rankX0 = 1) equation (9) yields Tx2i(2)(t~) = Txi(0)(t~)xi(2)(t~) 8 i(0) = i(2) = 1; : : :; n(0),
that implies xi(2)(t~) = xi(0)(t~) 8 i, thus guaranteeing optimal learning. (Con guration in which some
xi(2)(t~) = 0 are saddle points 5 . In the case of patterns clustered in the neighborhood of ~t one may expect

no dramatic changes for the cost function, particularly for \small clusters").

4 Notice that the same result holds for any feedforward network with target D( ) 6= X0 ( ). In that case X20 X2 = X20 D
holds at the end of the learning process.
5 As it is easily veri able in the analogous case of a pattern set containing only one pattern. In this case, for the 2?1?2
autoassociator (see g. 1 in the Appendix), calculating the second derivative along = ( 1 2 3 4 )0 , ddn2 E2 , as an 1 polynomial and supposing, for example, i(2) = 0 8 (2), the discriminant is 4 = 02 ( 3 211 + 4 11 12 )2  0, thus
assuring that the derivative changes in sign. Moreover such a point may be a zero for equation (9), but not for the gradient.
t
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Remark 2: In order to understand the meaning of condition (9), let us take the trace on both sides

and exchange the sums w.r.t. the coordinate i and the pattern t:
T
X

=1

t

k X2 (t) k2 =

T
X

=1

t

X20 (t)X0 (t):

(12)

This relationship has a very intriguing geometrical meaning which comes out by considering the network
transformation H : Rn ! Rn : H(X0 (t)) ! X2 (t):
T
X

=1

t

k H(X0 (t)) k2 =

T
X

=1

t

X00 (t)H(X0 (t)):

(13)

In the case of linear hidden units operator H is linear and the associated matrix H satis es the relationship H 2 = H. Hence H is a projection matrix and represents the optimal solution. By analogy
with Linear Algebra, operator H will be referred to as a projection operator. Equation (12) can also
be given a further interesting interpretation. If we exploit the identity k X2 (t) ? X0 (t) k2 = k X2 (t) k2
? 2X00 (t)X2 (t) + k X0 (t) k2, equation (13) becomes:
T
X

=1

t

k X0 (t) k2 =

T
X

=1

t

k (t) k2 +

T
X

=1

t

k X2 (t) k2;

(14)

being (t) =: P
X0 (t) ? X2 (t). This equation makes it clear that the \eciency" of the learning depends
on \energy" Tt=1 k (t) k2. Since matrix X2 2 RT;n(2) has rank n(1), at most, for an ecient learning,
a dimensionality-reduction of the input pattern must be possible.
Remark 3: Equation (12) can be rewritten for fully nonlinear autoassociators (with nonlinearity even
at the output layer). In this case, by imposing the null gradient condition gi(2);j (1) = 0, the following
condition follows

gi(2);j (1) =

X
t

xj (1)yi(2) =

X
t

xj (1)xi(2)(1 ? xi(2))(xi(2) ? xi(0)) = 0;

(15)

since for squashing function f, f 0 = f(1 ? f) holds. If we right-multiply wi(2);j (1) and sum up w.r.t. j(1)
we obtain
P w
P (P w
j (1) i(2);j (1)gi(2);j (1) =
t
j (1) i(2);j (1)xj (1) )xi(2) (1 ? xi(2) )(xi(2) ? xi(0) )
P
= Pt ai(2)xi(2)(1 ? xi(2))(xi(2) ? xi(0))
(16)
= t(log 1?x x )xi(2)(1 ? xi(2))(xi(2) ? xi(0))
P
= t (xi(2))[xi(2) ? xi(0)] = 0;
being (x) =: x(1 ? x) log x . Summing up over i(2) yields
i(2)

i(2)

1?x

XX
t

(2)

i

(xi(2))[xi(2) ? xi(0)] = 0:

(17)

This equation is the natural generalization of the projection theorem stated by (12). Since limx!1 (x) =
(1=2) = 0, equation (17) suggests that, unlike what happens in the case of linear outputs, patterns with
values close to 0:5 and 1 do not contribute to the end-of-learning condition.
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Remark 4: It is worth mentioning that the end-of-learning relation was obtained only by exploiting

the condition of null gradient on stationary points w.r.t. the output layer. Let us consider the implications of imposing the null gradient at the hidden layer. For nonlinear autoassociator, we cannot write
the global null gradient condition, although for neuron i(1) X00 Di(1)(X2 ? X0)Wi(1) = 0 holds, where
Di(1) = diag(f 0 (ai(1) )). Finally, right-multiplying by X10 yields

Xb00 (X2 ? X0)X20 = 0;
i(1)

i(1)

(18)

being Xb00 a local-scaled version of X00 . For linear autoassociators equation (18) becomes (X20 X2 ?
X00 X0)X20 = 0. Finally, in the linear symmetrical case, (W =: W0 = W10 ), the null gradient condition on
output layer is X10 Y2 = 0, or equivalently W0X00 Y2 = 0, while, G0 = 0 yields X00 Y1 = X00 Y2 W1 = 0. Then
matrices X00 Y2 and Y20 X0 must belong to the kernel of matrix W . Because of the BP relationship on
the output layer X00 Y2 = X00 (X2 ? X0 ) = X00 W 0 WX0 ? X00 X0 is a symmetric matrix. As a consequence
G0 = X00 Y2 W1 = 0 implies W10 Y20 X0 = W0 X00 Y2 = G1 = 0 and, therefore, in this case, equation (9) de ne
completely all the stationary points.
i(1)

V Conclusions
This paper discusses on the relationships between linear and nonlinear autoassociators. It turns out that
the better computational capabilities of nonlinear autoassociators can be very useful in practice, but,
unfortunately, their learning can be seriously plagued by local minima in the error surface.
This paper gives some insights for better understanding the con gurations \magically" learned by algorithms like Backpropagation. A condition is given that must necessarily be met at the end of the
learning, no matter what algorithm is used. This condition has a very intriguing geometrical meaning in
the pattern space.
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APPENDIX
Suboptimal Learning in Nonlinear Autoassociators

Let us consider the network depicted in g. 1 and suppose it is fed by
!
1
1
X0 =
:
(19)
1 0
As rankX2 is at most 1, suppose a possible solution to the autoassociation problem is
!
0
0
;
(20)
X2 =
1 0
where the rst pattern is mismatched to the pair (0; 0), whereas the second one is exactly autoassociated.
In the case of two patterns, cost function E can be written as
E = 21 f[f(x11 w31 + x12w32)w43 ? x11]2 + [f(x11 w31 + x12w32)w53 ? x12]2+
(21)
[f(x21 w31 + x22w32)w43 ? x21]2 + [f(x21w31 + x22w32)w53 ? x22]2g;
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Figure 1: Autoassociator 2?1?2.
where function f is the identity in the case of linear autoassociator, otherwise f = 1+1e? . Thus, the
associated gradient vector is:
x

2
6
rE = 664

P2 f 0 (a )x [(x w ? x )w + (x w ? x )w ]
P2i=1 f 0 (a3i)xi1 [(x3iw43 ? xi1)w43 + (x3iw53 ? xi2)w53]
3i i2 P3i 43 i1 43
3i 53 i2 53
i=1
2 [x w ? x ]x
Pi2=1 [x3iw43 ? xi1]x3i
i2 3i
i=1 3i 53

3
77
75 ;

(22)

being a3i = xi1 w31 + xi2w32; x3i = f(a3i ) and f 0 (a3i) = 1 for linear autoassociator. As can be proven by
substitution in equation (22), X2 is not a solution in the linear case. Forcing the null gradient condition
yields x31 = 0 from the last two components and w43 = ?w53 from the rst. Being w43 6= 0, from
x32w43 = 1 x32 = w1 follows. As a consequence, x32w53 = ? w1 w43 = ?1 = 0, which is impossible.
In the nonlinear autoassociator the null gradient condition on the last two components produces again
x31 = 0 6 , which, in turn, implies f 0 (a31) = 0; f 00 (a31 ) = 0, and so on. Moreover x31 = 0 also guarantees
that the rst two components of the gradient are null. As a consequence X2 is a stationary point. The
Hessian matrix evaluated at this point
43

43

2 f 0 (a )(w2 + w2 ) 0 f 0 (a ) 0 3
32 43
32
53
66
0
0
0
0 77
H = 64
f 0 (a32)
0 x232
0 75
2

0

0

0

(23)

x232

has null determinant. Nevertheless, writing the expression for the related second derivative along n =
(n1 ; n2; n3; n4)0 yields
d2E = n0 Hn = n2[f 0 (a )(w2 + w2 )] + 2n [n f 0 (a )] + [(n2 + n2 )x2 ];
(24)
32 43
1 3 32
1
53
3 4 32
dn2
which may be interpreted as a second degree polynomial on n1 with constant positive sign, as 4 =
?n24 f 0 (a32 ). Therefore X2 is the output associated with a \local minima con guration", being (0; 1; 0; 0),
the direction corresponding to the in nite weight w32, the only one for which ddnE is null. (So there is a
closed canyon with only one at way out, which, numerically, acts as a minimum).
2

2

2

2

6 In this case, 31 = 0 is simply accomplished choosing arbitrarily 31 6= 1 while 32 ! ?1.
x

w
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